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Entry to sale room 18 years over only, by suitable ID. 

 

CLIENTS ARE REQUESTED NOT TO SHOW GUNS  
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Selected lots are illustrated on our web site; www.welsharms.co.uk. 

 

Buyers commission rates @ 15% incl. (no extra charge for credit card transactions) 

 

Descriptions in the catalogue are for information only. Any changes to any lots will be 
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SHOTGUNS 

Guns in this section will require a shotgun certificate or RFD for purchase. Shotguns will 

be independently checked for current legal proof, it will be up to the bidder to check 

for working order and condition for each lot.  

 

001 A 12 b. Modern Arms Co. single barrel shotgun no. 257. 

 

002. A 12 b. Spanish boxlock non-ejector shotgun no. 22446. 28” barrels. Stock inlaid with 

brass & carved decoration. 

 

003. A 12 b. Lanber semi auto shotgun no. 01282. 

 

004. A 12 b. Zabala boxlock shotgun no. 39264. 28” chrome barrels, magnum proof. 

          £20-40. 

 

 005. A 12 b. Gunmark Sabel boxlock shotgun no. 91795. Little used. £40-60 

 

006. A 12 b. Eibar Mugica boxlock non-ejector shotgun no. AB53971. 27 ½” x 2 ¾ 

“ barrels. £20-40. 

 

007. A 12 b. Miguel Labranga boxlock shotgun no. 44597. 28” barrels, engraved action.  

           £20-40. 

 

008. A 12 b. Eibar boxlock shotgun no. 53964. 27 ½ “ barrels, engraved action. £20-40. 
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009. A 12 b. Marriuchi over & under ejector shotgun no. 74075. 27 ½ “ x 70 mm barrels. 

Single trigger. £80-120. 

 

010. A 12 b. AYA boxlock non-ejector shotgun no. 268833.  £20-40. 

 

011. A .410 Spanish single barrel side-lever shotgun no. 83249 for 3” cartridges. £30-50. 

 

012. A 12 b. Lanber over & under ejector shotgun no. 278065. Single trigger. £60-80. 

 

013. A 12 b. Valmet over & under non-ejector shotgun no. 46318. 26” x 70 mm barrels. 

Single trigger. £60-80. 

 

014. A .410 Webley bolt action shotgun no. 02221. £20-40. 

 

015. A 12 b. B.S.A. over & under ejector shotgun no. 612321. Single trigger. £80-120. 

 

016. A 12 b. Silver Sabel sidelock ejector shotgun no. PC64223. 28” x 70 mm barrels. 

         £80-120  

 

017. A 12 b. Stevens pump action shotgun no. 339. Magazine restricted. 

 

018. The spare barrel for a 12 b. Luigi Franchi semi auto shotgun no. EGA2798. 

 

019. A 12 b.Beretta Model 301 semi auto shotgun no. D22377E. Action a/f. 

 

020. A 12 b, Belgian double hammer shotgun no. 220279. 

 

021. A 12 b. CZ o&u trap gun no. 0116-43/30 1748. 30” barrels choked ¾ & ¾ .  

 

AIRGUNS & AIR ACCESSORIES 

Guns in this section will not require a licence. Purchasers must be over 18 years.   

 

100. Two .177 C02 air pistols; a Powerline Model 617X no. 10C01524 & one other nvn. 

 

101. A BB HFC “Eagle” Model HA-114B air pistol, new in box. 

 

102. A .177 Crosman semi auto C02 air pistol nvn in box. 

 

103. 1500x Copperhead BB’s & 10x Crosman C02 sparklets. 

 

104. A .22 Forgein air rifle nvn, fitted with a 4x32 telescopic sight. 

 

105. A bag of assorted air gun pellets. 

 

106. A .22 Puma break-barrel Model QB207 air rifle no. 007089. Black ABS stock. Fitted 

with a Leapers 3-9x40 mil dot telescopic sight. As new. £80-120. 

 

107. A 6-24x50 JSR ill. Mil dot air rifle telescopic sight. 

 

108. A BB airsoft air pistol nvn, new. 



 

 

109. A quantity of assorted air rifle targets. 

 

110. A bundle of assorted air rifle stocks. 

 

111. A .22 Series 70 air rifle nvn. 

 

112. A .22 air rifle nvn. 

 

113. A .177 BSA Cadet air rifle nvn. 

 

114. A .22 Webley Falcon air rifle nvn.  £30-50. 

 

115. A .177 Diana air rifle nvn. £20-40 

 

116. A .22 Logan pre-charged air rifle no. FX8600. Fitted with a telescopic sight and sound 

moderator. £80-120. 

 

117. A BB Umarex Smith & Wesson air revolver nvn in box. 

 

118. A BB Umarex Walther BBK air pistol nvn. 

 

119. A .22 Air Arms Model S400 pre-charged air rifle nvn. Fitted with an AGS  3-9x40 mil 

dot telescopic sight and sound moderator. £50-80. 

 

120. A 12 ltr. 300 bar air cylinder for the charging of air rifles, with boot & strap. 

 

121. A .22 B.S.A. Ultramax S.E. pneumatic air rifle nvn, fitted with telescopic sight & 

sound moderator and with magazine and charger. £380-420. 

 

122.  The major parts of a vintage B.S.A. air rifle. 

 

123. A .22 Webley Service air rifle nvn. Good condition. £350-380. 

 

124. A .22 B:AM 50 air rifle nvn. Fitted with telescopic sight. £50-80. 

 

125. A .20 Air Arms S.100 air rifle no. 01993. Left hand stock with telescopic sight and 

sound moderator. £120-140. 

 

126. A .177 B.S.A. Airsporter air rifle nvn. Early model. £50-80. 

 

127. A .22 SMK Model 20 air rifle nvn. Fitted with telescpoc sight & sound moderator. 

           £50-80. 

 

128. A .22 Origonal Model 50 air rifle nvn. Fitted with telescopic sight and sound 

moderator. £70-90. 

 

129. A .22 B.S.A. Airsporter air rifle nvn. £50-80. 

 

130. A .22 Webley Hurricane air pistol nvn. £80-120. 

 



 

 

131. A box of none air rifle sound moderators. 

 

132. A pack of air rifle spare parts. 

 

133. A pack of air rifle spare parts. 

 

134. Five assorted air rifle stocks. 

 

135. Five assorted air rifle stocks. 

 

136. A Walther 3-9x40 parallax adjustable air rifle telescopic sight in box. 

 

137. A 3-9x40 Nikko Sterling air rifle telescopic sight with mounts. 

 

138. A 4x40 Optix air rifle telescopic sight. 

 

139. A 3-9x40 Hawke Eclipse air rifle telescopic sight with mounts. 

 

140. A 4-12x50 w.a. Nikko Sterling Gold Crown air rifle telescopic sight with mounts. 

 

141. A 4x32 B.S.A. air gun short telescopic sight. 

 

142. A 4-12x50 Nikko Sterling telescopic sight with mounts. 

 

143. A 3-9x40 AGS air rifle telescopic sight with mounts. 

 

144. A 6-24x50 Hawk Airmax 30 IRSF air rifle telescopic sight. 

 

145. A Bushnell Compact 800 airgun distance laser. 

 

146. An Egg air rifle gun slip. 

 

147. An Egg air rifle gun slip. 

 

148. Five assorted air rifle gun bags. 

 

149 Five assorted air rifle gun bags. 

 

150. A box of air rifle spare parts. 

 

151. A box of air rifle spare parts. 

 

152. A .22 Crosman Model AS2250 C02 air rifle no. 103B12375. Custom stock, fitted with  

        a telescopic sight and sound moderator. 

 

SMALLBORE FIREARMS 

Lots in this section will require a Firearms Certificate or RFD. 

 

200. A .22 lr. Gaucher semi auto sporting rifle no. 886372 with a .22 lr. Marlin bolt action 

sporting rifle no. 19712076. 



 

 

201. A .22 lr. Winchester Model 290 semi auto sporting rifle no. B1701579. Tube magazine. 

 

202. A .22 lr. B.S.A. Supersport Five bolt action sporting rifle no. 89245A. Good example 

with original box magazine and scope mounts. £30-50. 

 

203. A .22 lr. B.S.A. Classic Model 12 small-frame martini target rifle no. 57938. Very 

good condition, complete with full target sights. £80-120. 

 

204. A .22 lr CZ/BRNO Model 452-2E-ZKM bolt action sporting rifle no. 889431. With 

box magazine and sights. Very good condition. £100-120. 

205. A .22 lr. Anschutz bolt action target rifle no. 464041. With full Anschutz target sights. 

£150-180.  

 

206 A .22 rf. sound moderator, no make, nvn. 

 

207. A .22 rf. Parker Hale sound moderator nvn. 

 

208. A .22 lr. Webley & Scott semi auto sporting rifle no. A1469305. Complete with 

magazine and red dot sight.  

 

209. A .22 lr. London Small Arms War Office Pattern bolt action training rifle no. 4456. 

With matching numbers and windage adjustable rear sight. 

 

210. A .22 lr. BRNO semi auto sporting rifle no. 51341. Fitted with a box magazine and a 

Tasco 4x32 telescopic sight and sling. 

 

211. A .22 rf. Parker Hale sound moderator nvn. 

 

212. A .22 lr  Browning semi auto sporting rifle no. 5363. Fitted with a telescopic sight. 

Muzzle threaded. £80-120. 

 

213. A .22 lr. Ruger model 10/22 semi auto rifle no. 242-21407. 10 rd. rotary magazine, 

muzzle threaded. £50-80. 

 

214. A .22 rf. Parker Hale sound moderator nvn. Unused. 

 

 

FULLBORE FIREARMS 

Lots in this section will require a Firearms Certificate or RFD. 

 

300. A .45-70 Pedersoli Rolling Block  “Silhouette” target rifle no. RO12462. 30” heavy 

octagonal barrel. Double set triggers. Fitted with adjustable tunnel fore sight and 

Pedersoli long rang Silhouette Creedmore target rear sight. As new condition. £400-

800. 

 

301. A .577 bp Zoli “Zoave” percussion rifle no. 6749. Brass furniture, fitted with long 

range sights. £150-180. 

 



 

 

302. A 12 b. Hatsan Escort Magnum semi auto practical shotgun no. 296154. 24” 

multichoke barrel with five spare chokes. Standard sights and scope rail. Black ABS 

pistol grip stock. 7-round tube magazine. Near new. £160-180. 

 

303. A .22-250 Voere bolt action sporting rifle no. 331053. 

 

304.  A .303 Lee Enfield No.4 Mk.I* bolt action service rifle no. 77L1648 by Long Branch 

of Canada . Dated 1944. With its correct No.4 Mk.II spike bayonet and webbing 

sling. £180-220. 

 

305. A 7.62 x 51 converted Remington M.17 bolt action rifle no. 355077. 

 

306. A .357 max. Frazer side-lever falling block rifle no. 1294. £240-280. 

 

307.  A .22 hornet B.S.A. small-frame martini action sporting rifle nvn. Fitted with a 

period telescopic sight. £50-80. 

 

308.  A 7.62x51 converted Mauser K.98 type bolt action rifle no. 8582. Good condition. 

             £160-180. 

 

309. A 7.62x51 bolt action rifle no.A16888. Built on a L.E. No.4 action. Fitted with a 

correct 7.62 magazine and scope bases. £150-180. 

 

310. A .45 b.p. Ardesa percussion pistol no. 15563. 10” octagonal barrel. Double set 

triggers. 

 

  

ANTIQUE GUNS 

Guns in this section will be sold under Section 58(2) of the Firearms Act as non-firing 

collectors pieces only. Purchasers wishing to fire guns will need to arrange to have them 

entered on a firearms or shotgun certificate and, as advised by the Proof House, have 

them checked and re-proofed. 

 

400. A 19th c. 12 bore single barrel percussion fowling piece. 31” barrel with ramrod. £80-

120. 

 

401. An approx.. 16 bore percussion pistol, converted from flintlock. 9” barrel, full 

stocked. Engraved lock marked LONDON. Brass furniture. £150-180. 

 

402. An approx.. 38 bore percussion pistol. 9” barrel, full stocked. Swivel rammer.  

           £80-120. 

 

403. A 25 bore flintlock overcoat pistol by John Knubley of Otley, Yorkshire and Charing 

Cross, London. Folding trigger, safety and flat sided butt. Good condition. 

           £300-350. 

 

404. A 19th c. 12 b. percussion rifle. 

 

405. A 19th c. double barrel percussion pistol. 4” round barrels. £180-220. 

 



 

 

406. A fine pair of .65 cal. (17 b. carbine bore) percussion belt pistols by Tipping & 

Lawden of London & Birmingham ( 1837-1854). 8” octagonal barrels. Captive 

ramrods. Barrels and locks signed by the makers. Furniture well engraved 

including butt traps. Spur trigger guards. Presented in a later lined pistol case. 

          £1800-2500 

 

407. A 19th c. approx. 12 bore continental percussion rifle-musket. 42 ½ “ barrel. Full 

stocked with brass furniture. £150-180. 

  

408. A 19th c. percussion double barrel sporting gun by Smith of London. 

 

409. A 19th c. 22 b. flintlock musket. 51” barrels. 

 

410. An unusual Turkish percussion knife-pistol. 

 

 ANTIQUE AND VINTAGE ACCESSORIES 

 

500. Four vintage A.J.Parker .22 rifle cleaning rods, as new with brass jags. 

 

501. Two vintage rifle cleaning rods. 

 

502. A bundle of vintage rifle cleaning rods. 

 

503. A vintage model ships cannon, 6” barrel on modern carriage. 

 

504. A set of “Little Samson” scales in case. 

 

505. A bag of vintage gun hammers. 

 

506. A vintage three-draw telescope  “The Cub” by Newbold & Bulford Ltd. of London. 

        £30-50. 

 

EDGED WEAPONS 

 

600. A British India Pattern No.1. Mk.III* bayonet, made at the Rifle Factory Ishapore 

 

601. A British India Pattern Mk.II bayonet, made at the Rifle Factory Ishpore, dated 

February 1943. 

 

602. An Italian M.1891/97 Carcano “Truppi Speciali” bayonet. 

 

603. A British Pattern 1907 sword bayonet, made by Wilkinson Sword Co. dated July 

1929. 

 

604. A French M.1866 “Chassepot” sword bayonet, made at St. Etienne, dated 1868. 

 

605. Three Lee Enfield No.4 Mk.II spike bayonets.  

 

 

 



 

 

MILITARIA 

 

700. A British Army Mk.III armourers tripod mounted rifle rest sighting in Lee Enfield 

rifles. Complete & in good condition. 

 

 701. A British Army “Smock, Combat, DPM”, size 180/96. Very good condition. 

 

702. A small military zinc-lined chest , probably W.W.2. marked “L.A. McLachlan”. 

 

703. A gunsighting level instrument by Cooks, Troughton & Simms in its original leather 

case. 

 

704. A bag of small parts for the Lee Enfield rifle including sight, etc. 

 

705. A large wooden ammunition chest and a leather ammunition box. 

 

706. A quantity of .303 fired brass military cases, various dates. 

 

707. A bag of .303 charger clips. 

 

708. A military cleaning kit, possibly for the Bren gun. 

 

709. Three boxes of military 9 mm para. fired cases. 

 

710. A box of assorted woodwork and various parts for Lee Enfield SMLE & No4 rifles. 

 

711. The major parts of a British military inert training rifle. 

 

712. A replica Brown Bess musket, inert. 

   

GENERAL ACCESSORIES 

 

800. Five pistol cleaning rods. 

 

801. A brown gun slip. 

 

802. A box magazine for Steyr .270 win. rifle, as new. 

 

803. Three Parker Hale gun cleaning kits, new in boxes. 

 

804. A Bowman 12 b. cartridge reloading press. 

 

805. 50x .43 Mauser (11.15x60R) new brass cases by Buffalo Arms Co. 

 

806. A bag of brass cases. 

 

807. 30x .577/450 Martini Henry new brass cases by Jamison. 

 

808. A Lyman .310 reloading tool in original early box with instructions & set of dies. 

 



 

 

809. A Lyman .45 cal. RN 385 gn. bullet mould, new in box. 

 

810. A Lyman .44 SWC 210 gn. double cavity bullet mould new in box. 

 

811. A Lyman large mould handles, new. 

 

812. A Lyman large mould handles, new. 

 

813. A good quality John Partridge wax cammo jacket, s. 42. 

 

814. Two Lee Minie bullet moulds , new in boxes. 

 

815. A fawn Gungard rifle case. 

 

816. A black ABS rifle case. 

 

817. A black ABS rifle case. 

 

818. A box of assorted fired cartridge cases. 

 

819. A brown padded gun slip. 

 

820. A padded shooting vest, size medium. 

 

821. A RCBS case trimmer. 

 

822. A MTM R100 ammo box, new. 

 

823. A bundle of assorted cleaning rods. 

 

824. A good wooden case, 11”x5 ½ “x1 ½ “ (internal) suitable for pistols. 

 

825.  A cammo fleece-lined gun slip. 

 

826. A green fleece-lined gun slip. 

 

827. A 6”-9” rifle bipod. 

 

828. A Chrony Alpha chronograph, new. 

 

829. A Chrony Ballistic printer, new. 

 

830. A leather binoculars case. 

 

831. A box of assorted lead bullets. 

 

832. A .22 blank revolver/starting pistol. 

 

833. A fleece-lined telescope cover. 

 



 

 

834. 50x glass powder vials for muzzle loading. 

 

835. An Eley 6oz. hip flask, new. 

 

836. Eight pairs of sporting cufflink. 

 

837. 100x .303 174 gn. FMJ bullets. 

 

838. 100x 9 mm 124 gn. FMJ bullets. 

 

839. 100x 8 mm Mauser FMJ bullets. 

 

840. 56x 7 mm 175 gn FMJ bullets. 

 

841. A 30-120x80 mm telescope no. 21154 in box. 

 

842. An 8-12x56 Etel telescopic sight. Illuminated mil dot cross hairs. Fast focus. 30 mm 

tube.  

 

843.A 1.5x40 Rhino telescopic sight. 30 mm tube. Red/green illuminated cross hairs. New 

in box. 

 

844. A box of assorted gun catalogues. 

 

845. A Lee .44-40 Pacemaker reloading die set. 

 

846. A Lee .44 mag. Pacemaker reloading die set. 

 

847. A Lyman Model 1200 DPS Digital Powder System, complete and in good working 

order. 

 

848. A Lee lead melting pot. 

 

849.  A Lee .440  128 gn. ball mould. 

 

850. A Lee .457 143 gn. Ball mould. 

 

851. A Lee .575  500 gn. Minie bullet mould. 

 

852. A Lee .312 185 gn bullet mould. 

 

853. A Lyman double cavity .303 bullet mould. 

 

854. A Lyman double cavity .357 bullet mould. 

 

855. A Lyman .357 bullet sizing die. 

 

856. A Lee 4-cavity leasd ingot mould. 

 

857. A lead dipper. 



 

 

858. 100x Howitzer .38/357 158 gn FMJ bullets. 

 

859. A quantity of Sellier & Bellot .30 cal. cast bullets. 

 

860. A RCBS Berdan decapping tool. 

 

861. A Lee .303 case length trimming tool. 

 

862. A Bonanza bench rest powder measure. 

 

863. A Redding Master powder & bullet scales. 

 

864. A Lee Turret reloading press with spare die holder. 

 

865. A Lee set of .303 British reloading dies. 

 

866. A set of Lee .303 British reloading dies. 

 

867. A lee ram prime kit for small & large primers. 

 

868. A Lee auto prime hand tool. 

 

869. A Lee auto disc powder measure with double disk kit & two spare hoppers. 

 

870. A Spartan reloading press. 

 

871. A Lyman bullet size/lube press with die for .357. 

 

872. Four pots of Lee Alox bullet lube. 

 

873. A reproduction Navy powder flask. 

 

874. A Greenkat 8x25 zoom spotting scope & tripod. 

 

875. A quantity of .38 & .357 fired cases. 

 

876. 270x .303 boxer cases in ammo box. 

 

877. An Opticron 75 mm spotting scope. 

 

878. A set of Lyman .38/357 reloading dies. 

 

879. A .303 cleaning rod. 

 

880. A black powder rifle cleaning rod. 

 

881. A box of assorted cleaning rods. 

 

882. A black powder primer cap reloading tool. 

 



 

 

883. 100x glass black powder reloading tubes. 

 

884. A Yukon 5x60 night vision scope with infra red illuminator, as new. 

 

885. A pigeon decoy flapper. 

 

886. A Cobber shooting/fishing vest. 

 

887. A set of Lee 6.5x55 reloading dies. 

 

888. A set of Lee .222 rem. Reloading dies with factory crimp die. 

 

889. A set of Lee carbide .45 Colt reloading dies. 

 

890. A set of Lee carbide .357 magnum reloading dies. 

 

891.  A set of N.D.F.S.  11x59R French Gras reloading dies. 

 

892. A set of C-H Tool & Die 50-70 reloading dies. 

 

893. A set of C-H Tool & Die .310 Cadet reloading dies. 

 

894. Approx. 900x .32 (8 mm ) gas checks. 

 

895. Approx. 900x .44 cal. gas checks. 

 

896. A Lee .457-450 gn. bullet mould. 

 

897. 13x 11.15x58R Werndl Bertram brass cases, new. 

 

898. 50x Thompson Centre .50 cal. sabots. 

 

899. A .44 cal. muzzle loading revolver loading stand. 

 

900. A very good quality shotgun/ rifle case by COUNTRY COVERS  of Devon. Best 

quality padded case. 

 

901. A Dokoscil hard rifle/ shotgun case. 

 

902. A quantity of .270 rem. fired cases. 

 

903. A quantity of 6.5x55 fired cases. 

 

904. A quantity of 20 b. wads and cards. 

 

905. A wildfowl print after Peter Scott, framed & glazed. 

 

906. A wildfowl print after Peter Scott, framed & glazed. 

 

907. A wildfowl print after Peter Scott, framed & glazed. 



 

 

908. A mixed lot of cartridge belts, gunslips, gun cleaning items, etc. 

 

909. Two gunslips. 

 

910. A bag of assorted shotgun snap caps. 

 

911. A bundle of assorted rifle stocks. 

 

912. A bundle of Guns & Ammo magazines.  

 

913. A bench mounted powder dispencer. 

 

914. 10x N.D.F.S. 11.43x50R Egyptian brass cases, new. 

 

915. A set of N.D.F.S. 10.4x38 Swiss Vetterli reloading dies, new. 

 

916. A MTM rifle rest. 

 

917. A Decker rifle rest & clamp. 

 

918. A HSF rifle butt & barrel rest bag set. 

 

919. A leather cartridge bag. 

 

920. A Robert Laus shotgun stock guage for length and drop. 

 

921. A Lee Load-all shotgun reloading press with auto primer. 

 

922. A Baikal 12 b. boxlock stock and a Remington 870 pump action stock. 

 

923. A Lee relading press with auto prime, scales, Lyman case trimmer, case trays and  

      tumbler case cleaner with media. 

 

924. A compound bow in box with quiver, arrows, etc. 

 

925. A compound bow with arrows. 

 

926. A cammo gun slip. 

 

927. A cammo gun slip. 

 

928. A shotgun cleaning kit. 

 

929. A spotting scope with stand. 

 

930. Assorted gamekeeper story books. 

 

931. Five tins of assorted blank cartridges. 

 

932. Five tins of assorted blank cartridges. 


